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Dear SirsS, 

RE COMPLAINT AGAINST MINISTRY OF INTERIOR REGARDING
UNSUCCESSFUL BID FOR ALUMINIUM NUMBER PLATES 

We have been instructed by our client Mr Banta M. Njie, the Managing Director of 
Samar't Gambia Ltd in relation to a tender by the Ministry of Interior for aluminium 
number plates. 

We are instructed that Samart Gambia Ltd submitted a proposal for the manufacturing 
of number plates and registration for The Gambia Police Force on the 29h day of 
October 2018. Following receipt of our client's proposal, arrangements were made by 
The Gambia police force for their delegation accompanied by our client to visit the 
headquarters of the suppliers in Spain to inspect the equipments and have further 
discussions regarding the proposal.

On the 8th day of February 2019, our client received a letter from the Ministry of Interior 
informing them that their bid submission for the production of the aluminium number 
plates was unsuccessful. The letter contained no grounds for the unsuccessful
application. On the 12h day of February 2019 our client wrote a complaint to the 
Ministry of Interior regarding the decision to which the Ministry of Interior responded on 
the 19th February 2019 providing two grounds for why the bid failed. 

The first reason given, was that the decision was based on combined technical 
specifications; it was claimed that our client failed to submit samples of number plates 



with holographic stickers encrypted on it as well as sample stickers that are self 

destructive. The second reason put forward, was that our client failed to complete 
column 3 of the bidding document, and as a result our client could not proceed to the 
final stage of the bidding prOcess 

A complaint was submitted to the Complaints Review Board by our client against the 

decision. The determination of the Honourable Justice Amina Ceesay on the 15" day of 
March 2019 found no evidence in support of the grounds provided for the 

disqualification of our client's bid and consequently requested the Ministry of Interior to 
evaluate our client's financial bid on its merits. Kindly find enclosed the letter by Justice 
Ceesay for your consideration. 

Following the decision by the Complaints Review Board, the Ministry of Interior wrote to 
Our client on 24" April 2019 claiming that a re-evaluation had been completed and that 

the bid was unsuccessful. An issue was raised that our client was unsuccessful in the 
bid due to their payment terms being contrary to the bidding requirements. Our client 
again on 29 April 2019 responded by letter protesting this claim. Our client was willing 

to provide flexible financing options in order for the Ministry of Interior to reconsider its 
decision based on the payments. 

The Ministry of Interior on 3 May 2019 responded to our client's proposal stating that 
the decision was not only made based on the payment plan but instead on the prices 
quoted on the price schedule, specification, and many other items as isted in the 
evaluation criteria. The letter also stated that there have been some inconsistencies in 
our client's bid document. 

Our client is of the impression that the Ministry of Interior has been biased in the 
process of awarding the contract, and that it has shown preference and demonstrated
its clear preference for another bid. Our client's bid amount was D32,500,000 whereas 
the bid made by Comfort Quality Service was around D65 million. Nevertheless the 
clear intention at all times has been to accept and prefer the much higher bid 

We are instructed, that a very senior police officer is associated with Comfort Quality 
Service. On our client's trip to Spain with Mr Sanyang and two other delegates, Mr 
Sanyang informed our client about a company in Germany. Our client is able to prove 
that a visit took place 
contract was made without a proper evaluation of the two bids and in clear preference 
forthe Comfort Quality Service 

to a German company and subsequently the award of the 

Our client has now been informed that that a contract has been signed on the 7th day of 
May 2019 between Comfort Quality Service and the Ministry of Interior. Our client has 
again written to the Ministry of Interior informing them of our client's intention to initiate 
Court proceedings to demonstrate that the provisions of the law must be upheld and 
that the duty of the Government officers is to ensure that income of Gambians is 
properly spent. There can be no proper justification for the award to a company with 
such a disparity in the bid amount. 



Given the above circumstances, we wish to request that this matter not be concluded 
until the necessary checks and investigations have been completed. We ask Mr 
Solicitor, that you to refrain from recommending the signing of a contract by the Ministry 
of Interior as our client intends to refer the matter to Court and the National Assembly 
for resolution. 
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